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I have to say that Denren deserves to be Lu Tianhe’s closed disciple, and this set of
military punches is exceptionally beautiful.

Lin Fan was directly maimed by him.

The screams resounded almost throughout the military area.

In the afternoon, Lin Fan was sent to the military hospital for treatment.

Orell Lin was undoubtedly shocked when he learned that his son was seriously injured.

I didn’t even care about the military district meeting, so I drove to visit.

After returning to the military area that night, Orell Lin directly ordered someone to
capture Denren.

Denren was sent to a military court for the crime of intentional injury, awaiting trial.

Denren is aggrieved, but what can be done?

Wouldn’t it be easy for Orell Lin to cover the sky with one hand here, wanting to deal
with a yellow-haired girl who has no background?

As for Lu Tianhe, Orell Lin didn’t care at all.

As the saying goes, the strong dragon does not suppress the ground snake. Lu Tianhe
has great prestige in Gritsberg, but when he arrives in Noirfork, he can’t say anything.

What’s more, Orell Lin directly ordered someone to accept Denren’s mobile phone,
cutting off all her contact with the outside world.

Denren just wanted to ask Lu Tianhe for help, there was no way.

In this way, once Ye Family’s sweet girl of heaven, she went to jail.

All this happened so suddenly that Denren herself couldn’t accept it.



Naturally, Mark, who had returned to the old house of the Chu family, did not know these
things.

“Miss Yu, do you miss me?” As soon as he returned to the old house, Mark immediately
made a joke when he saw the lingering rhyme of returning after practicing the sword.

“Shut your dog’s mouth!” Yu Yun waited for her fiercely. If it weren’t for the cultivation of
night without him, Yu Yun would have chopped him with anger.

“By the way, if you still want to practice the Dragon Body with me at night, you should go
to the kitchen to cook first.”

Yu Yun’s cold voice sounded quietly.

Mark suddenly smiled bitterly when he heard the sound.

“This woman, dare to treat him as a personal chef?” But Mark didn’t know her as well.
Even if she didn’t say anything, Mark would go to the kitchen to help.

At this time, the old lady was cooking inside.

After seeing the old lady, Mark said a few good things, and then immediately
remembered the old lady’s life-saving soup.

This Shengshengzaohua Decoction not only has the healing effect, but also strengthens
the foundation and cultivates one’s vitality. It is also very beneficial to martial arts
practice.

If Mark wants to cultivate the Qinglong team into talents in a short period of time, this
Shengshengzhitang will undoubtedly be a big help.

“What?” “Are you going to soak my life and decoction for those hanging babies?” After
hearing this, the old lady shook his head repeatedly.

“No, no, you are harming them.”

“Sounds of good fortune soup has strong medicinal power, so people like you and Yuner
who cultivate the dragon body can directly bathe and absorb it.”

“As for ordinary people, even if I dilute them a hundred times, The medicinal power is
not something they can bear.”

“The only result is that the medicinal power is excessive, and the Qi orifices bleed to
death.”

“What’s more, this prescription is a technique not taught by the Chu family. How could I
let you bring you into the military area?” The old lady directly refused.



However, Mark had expected this ending a long time ago, but calmly said: “Too
grandma, I didn’t tell you to give you a complete prescription. You can cut it out and give
them a tailor-made medicine that suits them. “No way, I don’t have much time.”

“I must train this team before I fully recover from my injury.”

Mark persuaded from the side.

When the old lady heard it, he nodded in agreement: “Well, this idea is okay.”

“However, you kid, I didn’t expect to be quite concerned about this matter. I thought you
would fool things. What?” Mark replied with a smile: “I promise, since I promised others,
I should go all out.”

“What’s more, if this Qinglong team can really practice, it can do it for me in the future.
Used!”

Chapter 2024 What Is Despair?

Yes, the reason why Mark worked so hard, apart from being public, he naturally also has
selfishness.

He is the founder of the Qinglong team, and if the Qinglong team can really stand alone
in the future and become a sharp blade of the Huaxia military, that will undoubtedly be a
great help for Mark.

At least, his power in Noirfork is protected by someone.

Therefore, the establishment of the Qinglong team was helping the military train troops,
but in reality, Mark was also developing power for himself.

“Well, grandma will help you with the prescription.”

“These days, I will try my best to arrange it.”

“A few days later, I’ll give it to you.”

The old lady finally agreed to the matter.

“Okay, it’s too much trouble for grandma.”

Mark was overjoyed and thanked him with a smile.

Then, it was an overnight practice with Yu Yun.



In this way, both Mark’s dragon divine bodies were also subtle, absorbing the power in
each other’s body.

However, neither Mark nor Yu Yun noticed that as their double repairs increased, the
speed at which they absorbed each other’s strength became slower and slower.

The next day, Mark returned to the Noirfork Military Region again.

Moreover, Croven Li and the four of them were immediately summoned and a brochure
was distributed to them.

“this is..

“Qinglong body refining battle?”

“Looking at the big characters of dragon and phoenix dancing on the cover, Croven Li
and others were surprised. They have never been in contact with martial arts people, so
naturally they don’t know what this green dragon refining body represents. “Don’t ask
the extra.

“In the future, all of you will practice according to this Azure Dragon Body Refining.

“Within one month, it must be practiced.”

“Yes, this Azure Dragon Body Refinement is Mark’s modified Dragon Divine Body. Of
course, the power after modification is too weak. But letting Croven Li and the others
practice is enough. “Also, take it. In the coming days, your food, clothing, housing and
transportation must strictly follow the plan I have set for you.

“If there is any resistance, military law will deal with it!”

“In addition, during the special training period, the four of you must not disclose any
training content to outsiders.

Nor should they have any contact with the outside world.

“No why?”

“If you feel that you can’t persist, now, you still have a chance to give up!”

“Mark’s low voice sounded quietly. The four of Croven Li naturally did not dare to resist,
and they all agreed. Just like this, the first day of training officially began. However,
when they were resting, Mark got it. A piece of news. That was Denren, who was
arrested in a military prison. In the prison, it was dark. Denren, wearing a prison uniform,
was curled up in a dark corner full of despair and helplessness. In. She leaned against
the wall, her legs curled up, her pretty face was deeply buried in her knees. She was still
a tall girl in Yeyang Town, but now she has become a desolate prisoner. There has
never been a moment, let Denren felt that life was so gloomy and desperate. She could



hardly imagine how she would end up if she spent ten years of youth here? “Woo~”
Despair, panic, grievance~ all kinds of Emotions filled Denren’s whole heart. Finally, she
began to cry like a child. Ren tears wet her entire clothes. Once, she thought her future
was bright. But now, she I just feel that my eyes are dark, desperate, and I can’t see any
light.

The four of Croven Li naturally did not dare to resist, and they all agreed.

In this way, the first day of training officially began.

However, when they were resting, Mark got a message.

That was Denren, who was taken to a military prison.

In the prison, there is no sky.

Denren, wearing a prison uniform, curled up in a dark corner full of despair and
helplessness.

She leaned against the wall, her legs curled up, her pretty face buried deep in her
knees.

At the beginning, she was still aloft in Yeyang Town, but now she has become a
desolate prisoner.

For a moment, Denren felt that life was so gloomy and desperate.

She could hardly imagine what would happen if she spent ten years of youth here?

“Woo~” Despair, panic, and grievance~ Various emotions filled Denren’s whole heart.

Finally, she started to cry like a child.

Ren’s tears wet her whole clothes.

Once, she thought her future was bright.

But now, she only felt that her eyes were dark, desperate, and could not see any light.

The four of Croven Li naturally did not dare to resist, and they all agreed.

In this way, the first day of training officially began.

However, when they were resting, Mark got a message.

That was Denren, who was taken to a military prison.



In the prison, there is no sky.

Denren, wearing a prison uniform, curled up in a dark corner full of despair and
helplessness.

She leaned against the wall, her legs curled up, her pretty face buried deep in her
knees.

At the beginning, she was still aloft in Yeyang Town, but now she has become a
desolate prisoner.

For a moment, Denren felt that life was so gloomy and desperate.

She could hardly imagine what would happen if she spent ten years of youth here?

“Woo~” Despair, panic, and grievance~ Various emotions filled Denren’s whole heart.

Finally, she started to cry like a child.

Ren’s tears wet her whole clothes.

Once, she thought her future was bright.

But now, she only felt that her eyes were dark, desperate, and could not see any light.
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